Date: March 20, 2006

Agenda:

Morning session (Chairman: Professor Ishihara)
9:00 Opening Ceremony

1) Welcome speech (by Chinese delegate)

2) Process and significance of holding the conference
   (by the representative of PEN-Japan, President Ohnuma)

9:20 Commemoration taking a picture

9:40 Report on status in the respective countries
   (by the delegates of the Thailand, Korea, Philippines, Russia and Japan)

   1) Employment circumstances
      (number of students, departments and courses, career options, etc.)

   2) Social circumstances surrounding employment of handicapped people
      (in terms of industries and economics, related laws, etc.)

   3) Efforts on employment support and guidance in the respective universities

11:50 Lunch

Afternoon session (Chairman: Professor Ishihara)
13:00 Report on status in China

13:50 Historical changes and current situations in employment guidance and support in the USA and Japan
   (by Chairman Ishihara and US delegate, Dr. Gerard Walter, senior institutional researcher at NTID)

15:50 Proposals for the second and later symposiums (by Chairman Ishihara)

16:00 Closing remarks (by Chinese delegate)